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NONSTANDARD EXTENSIONS OF TRANSFORMATIONS

BETWEEN BANACH SPACES

BY

D. G. TACON

Abstract. Let X and Y be (infinite-dimensional) Banach spaces and denote their
nonstandard hulls with respect to an Nj -saturated enlargement by X and Y

respectively. If 9> (X, Y) denotes the space of bounded linear transformations then

a subset S of elements of ® (X, Y) extends naturally to a subset S of *$> (X, Y).

This paper studies the behaviour of various kinds of transformations under this

extension and introduces, in this context, the concepts of super weakly compact,

super strictly singular and socially compact operators. It shows that

(® (X, Y))~ c 'S (X, Y) provided X and Y are infinite dimensional and contrasts

this with the inclusion %(H) c (%(H))~ where %(H) denotes the space of

compact operators on a Hubert space.

The nonstandard hull of a uniform space was introduced by Luxemburg [14] and

the construction, in the case of normed spaces, has since been investigated in a

number of papers (see, for example [4], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [15]). Our intention here

is to examine the behaviour of single bounded linear transformations and classes of

bounded linear transformations under the nonstandard hull extension. We recount

the principal ideas.

Consider a normed space (X, || • ||) embedded in a set theoretical structure 911

and consider an N, -sa tura ted enlargement *91t of 9H. An element p G *X is said

to be finite if *||p|| is a finite element of *R, the set of such elements being denoted

by fin(*Ar). The set of infinitesimal elements of *X, i.e., the set of p G *X such that

*||p|| is an infinitesimal element of *R, is termed the monad of zero and is denoted

by p(0). Both fin(*Ar) and p(0) form vector spaces over the scalar field of X and the

quotient space fin(*Ar)/p(0) becomes a normed space if the norm ofp is defined to

be st(*||/»||). Here/» denotes the image ofp under the canonical quotient map and

st denotes the standard part operator on *R. This new space (X, || • ||), which

contains X, is called the nonstandard hull of (X, || • ||) with respect to the nonstan-

dard model *91t. The nonstandard hull is complete under the assumption that 9H

is N,-saturated [14], and X is equal to X if and only if X is finite dimensional. If H

is a Hubert space then so is H with respect to the extended inner product

<p, q) = st«p, q})   wherep, q G fin(*H).

For Banach spaces X and Y we denote the space of (bounded linear) transforma-

tions from A- to y by <&(X, Y), abbreviating 9>(X, Y) to 9> (X) if X = Y. An
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148 D. G. TACÓN

element F G fin *9>(X, Y) extends to an element f G 9>(X, Y) via the equation

T(ß) = (T(p))' where p G fin(*A'). If S is a set of bounded linear transformations

we can form a new set S as above. This set S is embedded in <3d (X, Y) under the

action T(p) = (T(p))' where F G fin *5 andp G fin *X. We assume for definite-

ness in what follows that all spaces are complex and we denote the conjugate space

and the closed ball of radius r of X by X' and Xr respectively. We draw attention

to the following basic result of Henson and Moore [8, Theorem 8.5] which we use

frequently.

If X is a Banach space then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) X is superreflexive.

(ii) X is reflexive.

(iii) (iy = (xy.
Recall that in the above a space X is superreflexive [12] if any space finitely

representable in X is reflexive. For convenience we list the definitions of the

following types of linear transformations.

(i) The set of finite rank transformations, 9(X, Y), consists of those elements F

for which T(X) is finite dimensional.

(ii) The set of compact transformations, DC (X, Y), consists of those elements F

for which T(XX) has compact closure in Y.

(iii) The set of weakly compact transformations 6DS%(X, Y) consists of those

elements F for which T(XX) has weakly compact closure in Y.

(iv) The set of strictly singular transformations, S (A", Y), consists of those

elements F for which the restriction of F to any infinite dimensional subspace of X

is not an isomorphism.

(v) The set of Fredholm transformations, $(X, Y), consists of those elements T

which have closed range, and for which a(T) = dim(ker F) and ß(T) =

dim(Y/T(X)) are finite. The index i(T) of such a transformation is then a(T) —

ß(T). The sets of semi-Fredholm transformations are defined by

d>+(A-, Y) = [T G 9>(X, Y)\T(X) is closed and a(T) < oo}

and

<S?_(X, Y) = (F G 9j(X, Y)\T(X) is closed andß(T) < oo).

(vi) The set of Riesz operators, 9v(X), consists of those elements T G 9>(X) for

which, for every complex nonzero X, XI — T has finite ascent and descent,

ker(A/ - Tf is finite dimensional for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , (XI - T)k(X) is closed

with finite codimension for k ■> 1,2, 3,..., and the nonzero points of the

spectrum of F consists of eigenvalues of F with zero as the only possible limit point

(see [3]).

(vii) Forp > 1, the p-absolutely summing transformations, 9(p)(X, Y), consists of

those transformations F for which there is a constant Af with the property that, for

every choice of integer n and vectors xx, x2, . . . , xn in X,

( 2 II Tx,A   " < M supM 2 |fo)r)   ': / e X' with y/11 < 1
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(viii) The set of nuclear transformations, 91 (A", Y), consists of those F for which

there exists a sequence of elements /„ G X' and a sequence of elements yn G Y

with 2||/„|| \\y„\\ < oo such that T(x) = 2,fn(x)yn for x G X. T belongs to the set

of quasinuclear transformations, 9lo(A", Y), if there is a sequence of elements

/„ G X' with 2-,,11/JI < oo such that 117*11 < 2?_,|/n(x)| for x G X.
(ix) If H and K are Hilbert spaces then F is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, written

F G DCS(//, K), if for two complete orthonormal families {e¡: i G /} in H and

{fj-.j G /} in K the inequality 2,-,-KFe,., jÇ.>|2 < oo holds.

(x) If H is a Hilbert space, F belongs to the family of trace-class operators ?T(//),

if F can be written as a product, /IF, of Hilbert-Schmidt operators A and F.

It is well known (see [15]) that an element F G 9> (X, Y) is compact if and only

if F G 9) (X, Y) is compact. It is also easy to check that the analogous result holds

for finite rank transformations. When considering the behaviour of weakly com-

pact transformations the earlier stated result of Henson and Moore suggests the

following definition and theorem. We say F G 9> (X, Y) is super weakly compact if

for all positive reals r there exists a positive integer n such that there do not exist

finite sequences {xx, x2, . . . , x„} in X and {/„/2, . . . ,/„} in Y' with ||x,|| = ||/||

= 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . ,n), Rc(fj(TXi)) >r (1 <j <i < n) and f/Tx,) = 0 (1 < / <j
<n).

Theorem 1. Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces and let T B % (X, Y). Then the

following four conditions are equivalent.

(i) F ¿y super weakly compact.

(ii) T is super weakly compact.

(iii) F G % DC (£, Y).
(iv)T'((Y)')Q(X'y.

Proof. We establish the chain of implications (i) => (ii) => (iii) =* (iv) => (i). (i)

implies (ii). Suppose (ii) does not hold. Then there is an r G R+ such that for all

n G N there exist finite sequences {px,p2, . . . ,p„) in *X and {<;>,, <j>2, . . . , <i>„} in

(Y)' such that ||41| = 1 and ||<fc|| < 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), Re(<f>,( Fp',)) > r (1 < j < i

< n) and 4>j(fp¡) = 0 (1 < i <j < n). But it follows easily [8, Lemma 8.2] that for

each/ = 1, 2, . . ., n there is an^ G *Y' with ||/|| < 1 such that/(Fp,) = $j(Tpt)

for i - 1, 2,.... n. We thus have Re(^(Fp,)) > r (1 < j < i < n) and fj(Tp¡) = 0

(1 < i <j < n), and so by invoking the transfer principle (for the given r and

arbitrary fixed n) it follows that (i) fails.

(ii) implies (iii). If (iii) does not hold then by a theorem of James [11, Theorem 3]

there is a positive real r for which there exist sequences {x¡} and (/} of elements of

norm 1 in X and Y' respectively such that Re(/(Fx,)) > r for/ < i and fj(Tx¡) — 0

foTj > i. Thus (ii) does not hold.

(iii) implies (iv). Since F is weakly compact the adjoint map T': (Y)' —*(X)' is

continuous from the weak* to the weak topology [5, p. 484]. But (Y')~ is weak*

dense in (Y)' [8, Lemma 8.2] and so f'((Y'Y) is dense in f'((Y)') in the weak

topology, and thus in the norm toplology. Therefore T'((Y)') is contained in the

norm closure of T'((Y')~), and so is in (A')" as claimed.
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(iv) implies (i). We suppose (i) is false whilst (iv) holds. Then there is a positive

real r such that "for each positive integer u there exist finite sequences {p„:

1 < n < to} and {/„: 1 < n < w] in X and Y' respectively with ||pj| = ||/„|| = 1

(1 < n < to), Re(/(Fp,)) > r (1 < j < i < u) and fj(TPi) = 0 (1 < i <j < to)".

Since the sentence in quotation marks holds in 911 it holds in *91L and therefore

we can assume that to G *N — N etc. Then by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem the

sequence {/: / = 1, 2, 3, . . . } has a weak* limit point <>. We have (T'<f>)(p¡) =

<í>(Fp,) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) and Re((7»(p,)) > r (i G *N - N and i < co). But

by (iv), T'<¡> = / for some / G *A" and it thus follows that the set N = {n:

1< n < a and Re(/(p)) < r/2) is internal. This gives the contradiction and

completes the proof of the theorem.

We note the basic properties of super weakly compact transformations as a

corollary to this theorem. Note first that if / is the identity operator on a

nonsuperreflexive, reflexive space then / is weakly compact but not super weakly

compact.

Corollary 1. (i) // either X or Y is superreflexive then every T G 9> (X, Y) is

super weakly compact.

(ii) The set of super weakly compact transformations is closed in *$> (A", Y).

(iii) Linear combinations of super weakly compact transformations are super weakly

compact. The product of a super weakly compact transformation and a bounded linear

transformation is super weakly compact.

(iv) An element T G 9> (X, Y) is super weakly compact if and only if its adjoint

T' G 9>(Y', X') is super weakly compact.

Proof, (i) This is an immediate consequence of the Henson-Moore result and

the corresponding result for weakly compact transformations [5, p. 483].

(ii) If Tn -» F in % (X, Y) then f„ -> f in 9> (X, Y) and it follows [5, p. 483] that

T is weakly compact if each F„ is.

(iii) Again this follows from the corresponding result for weakly compact

transformations [5, p. 485].

(iv) Suppose T is super weakly compact, so that T: X -» Y is weakly compact.

Then, by a theorem of Gantmacher [5, p. 486], 7": (Y)' -»(X)' is weakly compact.

But (Y')' and (X')" are closed subspaces of (Y)' and (X)' respectively, so the

restricted map (Y')~-*(X')~ is weakly compact. This means 7" is super weakly

compact. On the other hand if 7" is super weakly compact, then so is F", and this

clearly implies that F is super weakly compact.

A similar phenomenon occurs when we investigate the behaviour of transforma-

tions in S (A", Y). We say F G 9>(X, Y) is super strictly singular if for each 8 > 0

there exists a positive integer n such that whenever M is a subspace of X with

dimension > n there exists an x G Af with ||jc|| = 1 such that ||Fx|| < 8.

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose T G 9> (X, Y). Then the

following conditions are equivalent.

(i) F is super strictly singular.

(ii) F is super strictly singular.

(iii) f G S(Â, Y).
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Proof. We show (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (iv). Suppose (ii) is not true. Then there is a

positive 5 such that for all positive integers n there is a subspace M of X with

dim M > n such that ||Fw|| > fi||w|| when m G M. It follows that for each n the

formal sentence

"3 subspace M of A with dim M > n\ Mm G M\\Tm\\ > 8\\m\\"

holds in *91L. But then this sentence holds in 911 and it immediately follows that (i)

is not true. So (i) implies (ii).

Since (ii) trivially implies (iii) we are finished once we have (iii) implies (i).

Suppose that (i) is false. Then there is a positive 8 such that the formal sentence

"Vn G N 3 subspace M of X with dim M > n:Vm G M\\Tm\\ >5||m||"

holds in 911 and so holds in *91L. Thus if we choose u to belong to *N — N there

exists a subspace M of *X with dim A/ > to such that ||Fw|| > 8\\m\\ whenever

m G M. But it then follows that F restricted to the infinite-dimensional subspace

M of A^ is an isomorphism. Thus (iii) does not hold and we have proved the

theorem.

The set of super strictly singular transformations of 9> (X, Y) forms a closed

subspace of S (A", Y). In general it is a proper closed subspace as the following

example shows. Consider a sequence of finite-dimensional spaces Mn (n =

1, 2, 3, ... ) where dim Mn = n (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ). Let X be the subspace of the

product nMn consisting of those x = (x,, x2, x3, . . . ) for which ||x|| = 2||x,|| < oo

and let y be the subspace of those y = (yx,y2,y3, . . . ) for which \\y\\2 = 2||.y,||2

< oo. Then in X every weakly convergent sequence is convergent whilst Y is

reflexive. Thus the identity map /: X -^ Y is strictly singular [18, Theorem 1.2],

though it fails to be super strictly singular.

When S G fin *9>(X, Y), S(X) is generally a proper subspace of (S(X))' and

when S(X) has finite codimension in (5(A*))" we let y(S) denote this codimension.

Theorem 3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose T G 9>(X, Y) and

S G fin *9j(X, Y). Then

(i) (a) if T G *+(A", Y) then 7G$+(ÍJ) and a(T)^ = a(f),
(b) if S G <Ï>+(Â, Y) then S G *®+(X, Y) and a(S) = a(S) + y(S),

(ii) (a) if T G $_(A", Y) then F G Q_(X, Y) and ß(T) = ß(f),

(b) if S G Q_(X, Y) then S G *4>_(A, Y) and ß(S) = ß(S) + y(S),

(iii) (a) if T G 4>(A", Y) then f G $(Â, Y) and i(T) = /(F),

(b) if S G t^Â; Y) then S G *<i>(X, Y) and i(S) = i(S).

Proof. (i)(a) If T(X) is closed in Y it follows by the open mapping theorem that

the induced map F0: A/ker F -» F(A") is an isomorphism. Thus there is a positive 8

such that the sentence

"Vx Œ X3y G ker F: ||Fx|| > 5||x + y\\"

holds in 911. Consequently it holds in *91L and it follows that fin *F(A") =

*F(fin *X). Thus f(X) = (T(X))' and f(X) is closed since (Ft*))* is complete.

Now consider a basis (x,, x2, . . ., x„} for ker F. We claim {x,, x2, . . . , x„} is a

basis for ker F or equivalently that it forms a spanning set for ker F. If not there is
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an element p G ker f such that ||p|| = 1 and d(ß, sp(x,, x2, . . . , x,}) = d > 0.

But we know there is a positive 8 and a point q G ker *F such that 0 = ||7p"|| >

&\\P + <7ll > °^- This gives the result.

(i)(b) Choose a basis {p,, . . . , py} for ker S in such a way that

{p,, ... ,ßj, $j,.. ., qk) is a basis for ker S. Let *A" = Q ® sp{qx, . . . , qk] ®

sp{p,, . . . ,pk) where Q is chosen so that the projections are finite. Then S(*A") =

S(Q) ® {Sqx, . . . , Sqk},

X = Q ®sp{qx,...,qk}®sp{ßx,...,ßj}    and    S(X) = S(Q).

By assumption S(X) is closed and so as S restricted to Q is 1: 1 there exists a

positive 8 such \\Sq\\ > 8\\q\\ for all nonzero q G fin Q. Consequently \\Sq\\ >

8\\q\\ for all nonzero q G fin Q, and thus for all nonzero q G Q. This implies that

S(Q) is closed, so that S(*X) is closed. Now a(S) - a(S) = k so we are left to

show that y(S) = Ä:. We have S(*X) = S(Q) ® {Sqx, . . ., Sqk} = S(Q) ® (S(F))

where dim 5(F) = k and where S(F) is chosen so that the projections are finite.

Therefore (S(*X))'= (S(Q))'®(S(F))' = S(Q)®(S(F))'± S(X)®(S(F))'. But

dim(S(F))~= k, and this gives the result.

(ii)(a) The proof in (i)(a) shows that F(A^) is closed, and equals (F(A")/. If

ß(T) = n there is a subspace E of Y with dimension n such that F(A") ® E = Y.

By transfer, *(T(X)) ®*E = *Y where the projections have finite norm. This

implies (F(A))*©F = Y and that ß(f) = n.

(ii)(b) Suppose S(X) ® sp{qx, q2, . . . , qn) = Y where n = ß(S). Then for each

q G * y, there exists a point p G *A and scalars c„ c2, . . . , cn such that

\\q - (cxqx + C2q2 + ■ • •   + Cnq„ + Sp)|| <  1/2.

Moreover, since S(X) is closed we can assume p G *Xr and that each |c,| < M

where r and M are positive constants independent of q G * Yx. A well-known

argument (see the proof of Lemma 8.5.2 in [2]) extends to show that given such a q

there exists a point p G *A"2r and scalars c,, c2, . . ., cn such that q = cxqx + c2q2

+ • • • +cnqn + Sp. This shows that S(*X) has codimension < « in Y and

moreover [3, p. 37] that S(*X) is closed. If in fact ß(S) = k then the codimension

of (S(X)Y in y is k. This remark implies that y(S) = n - k yielding the equality

ß(S) = ß(S) + y(S).
(iii) These results are implied by the corresponding results of (i) and (ii).

Corollary 2. // X is a Banach space then T G 9v(X) if and only if T G 9v(X).

Proof. It is known [3, p. 36] that F is a Riesz operator if and only if

XI — T G $>(X) for each X ¥= 0. The result is therefore an immediate consequence

of Theorem 3(iii).

Our next result is a known standard result. Proofs for the special case X = Y can

be found in [3].

Corollary 3. // F G <Ï>+(A", Y) (respectively Í»_(A", Y), 4>(A", Y)) then there

exists an e > 0 such that for all S G %(X, Y)\\S\\ < e implies T+ S G $+(A", Y)

(respectively $_(X, Y), 4>(A", Y)) and a(T + S) < a(F) (respectively ß(T + S) <

ß(T), i(T) = i(T + S)).
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Proof. Suppose F G <t>+(X, Y) and suppose S G *9>(X, Y) with st(||5||) = 0.

Then (F + S)'= f G <Î>+(X, Y) and so F + S G *<S>+(X, JO with a(F + S) <

a((F + 5)") = a(f) = a(F). Thus the set A = {e > 0|V5 G *ÍB(A', y), \\S\\ < e
implies F + S G *4>+(A, y) with a(T + S) < a(F)} is an internal set containing

the positive infinitesimals. Consequently it contains a standard positive e and so we

have the first result. The other two results follow by the same argument.

Theorem 4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose T G 9> (X, Y). Then

(i) F G &'\X, Y) if and only iff G 9ip)(X, Y),
(ii) (a) if Te 9l(AT, Y) then f G 9l(Â, Y),

(b) ifTG %(X, Y) then T G %,(X, Y).

Proof, (i) Let F G 9ip)(X, Y) and suppose M is a constant for which the

defining inequality holds. Let us suppose further that {p,, . . . ,p„) is a finite

family of points from fin *X and that e is a positive real number for which

¿ II mp > M»( 2 |<KA)|) + «.    for * G Â' with ||*|| < 1.
(=i Vi-i /

Since each / G *(A") with ||/|| < 1 defines an element <¡> = f e X' with ||<f>|| < 1

we have

2 \\T(Pt)\\p > M»( 2 l/(F,)l) + e,    for/ G *A' with ||/|| < 1.

This contradicts our assumption on M by an application of the transfer principle.

If F G 9P(X, Y) then F G <dPp(A, Y) since, for x„ x2, . . ., x„ G X,

2 linF,)r = 2 11^)11' < A/"sup{|«i,(x,.)^ = Mp sup 2 IX*,)!'-
(-1 1=1

Here the first supremum is taken over </> G A,'; the second over/ G A",'.

(ii)(a) Suppose Fx = Sf /„(x)^n for all x G X where 2||/J| ||^„|| < oo. Then, for

each infinite integer u, st(2^||/„|| \\yn\\) = 0 implying in turn that (2» fn(p)yn)' = 0

whenever p G fin *A\ Thus given p G fin *A and e (> 0) G R there is a standard

integer k0 such that ||2^_*/„(p).y,,|| <c whenever k > k0 for otherwise *N - N

would be internal. But *Tp = Sf/^pK so ||*7> — 2Î/„(pK|| <e whenever

k > k0 - 1. This forces the equality f(p) = ?,? fn(ß)yn for allp G fin *X.

(b) If F G 9L(A^, y) then it is clear that F, as a map from A into Y, is nuclear.

Therefore T e 9> (X, Y) is quasinuclear whence F G © (A", y) is also quasinuclear

(see [16, p. 57]).

We make it clear here that it is quite possible that the condition "F G 91 (A", Y)"

does imply "F G 91 (A*, Y)". It seems relevant to point out that it is unknown

whether the assumption that the adjoint map T is nuclear implies that F itself is

nuclear [16, p. 53]. On a Hilbert space the nuclear and trace-class operators

coincide and as we will shortly see (ii)(b) can then be improved. Further the

absolutely summing transformations coincide with the Hilbert-Schmidt operators

when the underlying spaces are Hilbert spaces [16, p. 47] so we already have the

first part of the next result. However, since the proof that the two classes coincide

is not trivial we include a direct proof for completion.
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Theorem 5. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces and suppose T G 9>(H, K) and

S G 9, (H). Then

(i) F G DC S (H, K) if and only if F G DC S (H, K) and

(ii) S G 3"(//) if and only if S G <5(H).

Proof, (i) If F G %%(H, K) then the Hilbert-Schmidt norm o(T) is defined by

o(T)2 = 2|<(Fe,,/)|2. Here o(T) is independent of the two complete orthonormal

families, since using Parseval's inequality, a(T)2 = 2||Fe,||2 = 2||F'^||2. Now sup-

pose, for such a transformation F, {êk: k G K] is a complete orthonormal family

in H such that 2|| Têk\\2 = oo. Then there exists a finite subset A0 such that, when

summed over A0, zHFêJI > o(T) . Since the t^ form an orthonormal family the

Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process yields an orthonormal family {e'k: k G

K0} in *// such that st||< - ek\\ = 0 for each k G K. But then 2||F(e¿)|| > a(T)2,

the summation still being over A0. This contradicts the definition of o(T).

If F G DC S (H, K) consider a complete orthonormal family {e¡: ie/) in //.

Summing over an arbitrary subset of / we have

2iin^)ii2 = 2nm)ii2<a(F)2.

This clearly ensures that F G DC S (H, K).

(ii) Suppose 5 G 5"(//) so that S = AB where A and B are Hilbert-Schmidt

operators. Then S = AB and, by part (i), 5 G S///). Conversely suppose S G

S"(//) and let 50 = (abs(5))1/2, noting that S0 = (abs(S))1/2. Then S0 G DCS(//)

(see [18, Theorem 48.2]) implying, by part (i), that 50 G DC §(//). This implies

S G %(H).

As we have assumed [17, Theorem 48.2] a transformation F between Hilbert

spaces H and A is a nuclear transformation if and only if its absolute value

operator |F| = (T'T)l/2 is a trace operator on //. But |F| = |F|" and so F G

9L(//, K) implies F G 9l(//, A) by Theorem 5 (ii).

In general the assumption that § c DC(A", Y) does not imply S c DC(A^, Y). The

next result clarifies under what conditions this behaviour occurs. A subset S of

9> (X, Y) is collectively compact [1] if the union of the images of the unit ball A", has

compact closure in Y, and we say S is socially compact if for all e ( > 0) there exists

an integer n (depending on e alone) such that for all F G S there exist points

x,, x2, . . . , xn G Xx such that
n

T(Xx)d U {y:\\Txi-y\\<z}.
;=1

Theorem 6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and assume S c 9> (X, Y). Then

(i) the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) S is collectively compact;

(b) S is bounded in 9> (X, Y) and each F G S maps X into Y;

(c) S is collectively compact.

(ii) The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) S is socially compact;

(b) § is a bounded subset of DC(A\ Y);

(c) §> is socially compact.
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Proof, (i) We show (a) => (b) => (c) => (a), noting first that the final implication is

trivial. If S is collectively compact then A = (J (F(A",): F G S} is relatively

compact and so [14, Theorem 3.6.1] each point in *A is near-standard. But, for

each F G *§, T(p) G *A whenever p G *XX. This implies T(p) is near-standard

whenever p G fin * X and hence that T(ß) G Y for any p G A". Further S is

bounded as S is bounded, and we thus have the first implication. Given (b) we

have fin *S = *S and so, as T(X) Q Y whenever F G fin *S, T(p) is near-stan-

dard when F G *S and p G *A",. This means A is relatively compact. Moreover

such a point 7p G *A so that st(7p) G A, the closure of A. But T(ß) = st(7p) and

so we have (c).

(ii) We show (a) => (c) => (b) => (a), noting immediately that the implication

(c) => (b) is immediate. Let us suppose S is socially compact and that e is an

arbitrary positive real. If n is the corresponding fixed integer implied by the

definition then the sentence

n

"VF G S 3x„ x2, . . . , x„ G A,: F(A",) c U {r- IITxt - y\\ < e}"
/=i

holds in *91L by the transfer principle. Thus given F G *S there exist points

px, . . . ,pn<E*X such that T(*XX) c U UM G *Y: \\Tp¡ - q\\ < e}. But then

T(XX) c U ?_i{<7 G Y: \\Tp¡ — q\\ < e} and S is therefore socially compact. Fi-

nally, suppose S is not socially compact. Then there exists a positive e such that

the sentence

"V« G N 3F G S& (x„ . . . , x„} c Xx: \\Tx¡ - Txj[\ > e (i #/): ij = 1, . . ., «"

holds in 9It and thus in *91t. If we take u to be an infinite integer we then have

the existence of a map F G *S and pointsp„p2, . . . ,pu G *XX such that ||7p, -

TpjW > e for i ¥=j and i,j = 1, 2, . . . , to. If we assume S is bounded then F G

fin *S and so ||7p*, - 7p*7|| > e for i ¥=j and i,/ = 1, 2, ... . Consequently F G

DC(A\ Y), and we have the result (b) =» (a).

When S is a subset of 9> (X, Y) we denote {F': F G S } by S '. Then (i) of the

following corollary is proved in [1] for the case X = Y = //, where H is a Hilbert

space. The proof given there uses the spectral theorem for compact operators.

Corollary 4.

(i) // S C DC (A, Y) then S is totally bounded if and only if both S and S' are

collectively compact.

(ii) If S c 9d(X, Y) then S is socially compact if and only if S' is socially

compact.

Proof, (i) If S c DC(A\ Y) and is totally bounded then S and S' are collec-

tively compact by [1, Theorem 2.5]. So let us suppose that S and S ' are collectively

compact. We need to show [15, Theorem 3.5.1] that each F G *§ is near-standard.

Now by the previous theorem such an element is finite and further F maps X into

y, whilst (T'Y maps ( Y')~ into X'. Define S: X -> Y by Sx - fx and note that 5 is

compact. We claim that S = st F or, equivalently, that S = F on X. Suppose in

fact that there is a p G X such that Sß ¥= Tß. Then, since these elements are in Y,
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there is an / G Y' such that f(Sß) ^f(fß), i.e., such that S'/V 7"/ But these

elements are in X' so there must be an x G X such that (S'f)x j=- (T'f)x, i.e., such

that Sx 7e 7x, and this is a contradiction.

(ii) Suppose S is socially compact. Then S is a bounded subset of %(X, Y) and

it follows that S' is a bounded subset of %(Y',X'). Since each F G (S'YG

9>((Y'Y, (X'Y) is the restriction of an element of S' it follows that (S')* is a

bounded subset of compact transformations. Thus we have the result that S' is

socially compact. Conversely, if S' is socially compact then by what we have

shown so too is S ". But this implies S is socially compact.

The Henson-Moore result implies that (9> (X, Q)* = 9> (X, ß) = 9, (X, Q if and

only if X is superreflexive. If the range space is infinite dimensional too then the

analogous inequality always holds.

Theorem 7. Let X and Y be infinite dimensional Banach spaces. Then (9> (X, Y)Y

is strictly contained in 9> (X, Y).

Proof. The Henson-Moore result implies the theorem when X is not superre-

flexive, for then there exists a functional/ G (A)' which does not belong to (A"')".

Let q be a nonzero point in Y and define a finite rank operator S G 9> (X, Y) by

S(p) = f(ß)q where p G fin *X. Suppose in fact that S = A where A G

fin(*íB(A, Y)). Let Z be a subspace complementary to span{#} in Y and let

A(p) = X(p)q + r be the decomposition of A(p) in terms of *span{q) and *Z.

Then X G fin *X' and st((A(p) - f(ß))q + y) = 0 for all p G fin *X. This implies

/(p) = st(A(p)) for allp G fin *X, or that/ = A which is a contradiction.

When X is superreflexive we can argue the following way. For to G *N — N

there exist *finite sequences of norm one elements, {p,: 1 < i < to} in *X and (/:

1 </< to} in *A" such that/(p.) = 8«. This follows by a result of Auerbach [13, p.

16]. Moreover if we invoke Dvoretzsky's theorem (see [9]) there exist *finite

sequences of norm one elements {q¡: 1 < i < u] in * Y and ( g,: 1 < i < u} in * Y'

such that gi(qf) = 8¡j sind such that Q is isometrically isomorphic to /2(co) where

Q = *span{tjr,, . . . , qu) and where l2(u¡) denotes the to-dimensional Hilbert space.

Now define S: Q -+ (X')'= (X)' by S(qk) = fk for k G N and by S = 0 on the

orthogonal complement of span{^: k G N}. Then 5": X" = X -*(Q)' and, identi-

fying (Q)' in the canonical manner with Q, we can suppose 5': X —» Y. Under this

last identification gk corresponds to qk. Now suppose S' = A for some A G

fin *9>(X, Y). Then the set M = {k: 1 < k < w and \gk(Apk)\ > 1/2} is internal.

But st| gk(Apk)\ = gk(S'pk) = (Sqk)(ßk) = 1 if k G N; =0 otherwise. This implies

that M = N and this is a contradiction.

Theorem 7 contrasts very much with our final result.

Theorem 8. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then %(H) is

properly contained in (%(H)Y. Moreover, there exists an operator S G (%(H))~

which is not essentially normal; i.e., such that SS' — S'S G DC(//).

Proof. Suppose A is a rank 1 operator on H defined by A(r) = (r,ß~)q, for fixed

p, q G fin *X. Then A = F where F G *9> (H) is the operator defined by T(r) =

(r,p}q. Since any finite rank operator is the finite sum of rank 1 operators we have
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9(H) G (DC(//))\ But %(H) is the closure of 9(H) and so DC(//) ç (%(H))~

since (%(H)Y is closed. To establish the remaining assertion observe that (for

n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) the operator F„ G 9> (l2) defined by

F„: (x„ x2, x3, ...)-» (0, ... , 0, x„ x2, . . . , x„, 0, 0, . . . )

has the property that ||(F„'F„ - F„F„')(é>, - ^)||.- V2 for i *j and 1 < i, j < n,

where e¡ is the unit basis vector {80:j = 1, 2, 3, . . . }. Thus the formal sentence

"V/i GN3x„ . ..,x„ G //,&F

G (DC(//)),: ||(FF' - F'F)(x,. - x,)|| >V2 (i */)*'

holds in 91L, and so, by the transfer principle, in *91L. Thus for to G *N - N there

exist pointsp,,p2, ... ,pa € *//, and S G *(DC(//)), such that

||(5S' - S'S)(Pi - pj)\\ > V2 ,       i #/ and ¿J = 1, 2, . . . , to.

But then ||(5S' - S'S)(p, - p,)|| > V2 , i *j and f,/ = 1, 2, 3, ..., and so SS'
- SS G %(H).

Corollary 5. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then

(i) 9(H) g (9(//))',

(n) ?T(//) s (?r(//)/,
(iii) DC S (//) g (DC S (//))*.

Proof. Since ^(//) c ?F(//) C DCS(//) c DC(//) and 9(H) is dense in %(H)

we have (^(//))"= (ï(//))*= (DCS (//))"= (DC(//))" so that the result is im-

mediate.

Theorem 8 shows that (%(H))~ is very much bigger than %(H) though, of

course, (DC(//))V (9, (//))" since %(H) is a closed proper subset of 9>(H). On the

other hand (9> (//))* is strictly contained in 9> (H). Thus it seems natural to ask, for

example, whether there is a classical family of operators which contains the finite

rank operators and which is closed under the * construction. In this context it

seems pertinent to comment that the class of Riesz operators 9i(H) and the class

of operators with compact powers, 9K(H), both behave badly in this regard. On

the one hand 9v(H) and 9%(H) contain external elements. For H separable the

nilpotent element F G 9> (H) defined by T = 0onH± and F: (A„ A2, A3, A4, . . . )

-» (0, A,, 0, A3, 0, . . . ) on H cannot be internal since {n: \\ Ten\\ > 1/2} equals the

set of odd (finite) integers. On the other hand any projection onto a *finite

dimensional subspace of *// gives rise to an operator in (9>(H))" which is clearly

not in <&(//) or <5pA(/7).

The author thanks the referee for his comments on the original paper, and

acknowledges that the proof of Theorem 7 in the generality stated is due to him.
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